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An O(N) algorithm is presented which decides whether a given tree with N vertices posseses 
two diqoint matchings and finds them if they exist. 
A matching in a graph G = (V, E) is a maximal set of edges A4 such that no two 
edges in ikf have a vertex in common. The majority cJf pubhshed results on 
matchings have focused on the problem of characterizixq and finding maximum 
rnakhings in a graph. Notable among these are results of Edmonds [2], which gave 
rise to an O(W) algorithm for finding a maximum weighted matching in an arbitrary 
graph G with N vertices, and Hopcroft and Karp [6], which include an @(N$ 
algorithm for finding a maximum ma.tching in a bipartitt: graph. Recently a paper 
by Griinbaum [4], on matchings in polytopal graphs, suggested that one consider 
not only maximum matchings, but all matchings in graphs. In particular, consider 
matchings in bipartite graphs, where the two sets of vertices might represent 
personnel and jobs. An edge indicates that a given person can perform a given 
job. A matching in such a bipartite graph represents a maximal assignment of 
people to jobs. The ttxistence of two disjoint matchings in such a graph would 
imply that dn two successive days, maximal assignments could be scheduled in 
such a way that no person performs the same job twice. This raises the question: 
which graphs have two (or more) disjoint matchings? 
This question was answered for trees in [l], although the constructive chaix- 
terization given there, for the class of trees which do not have two disjoint 
matchings, was not suitable for an algorithmic implementation. In [5] unicyclic 
graphs having two disjoint maximal matchings were studied. In [9] Slater con- 
structively characterized the class of trees having k disjoint maximum matchi lgs. 
Finally [3] and [7] contain algorithms for finding a m;lximum matching and 
maximum weighted matching in a tree. 
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Fig. 1. 
In this paper, we. present several theorems which enable us to design an 
algorithm which determines whether or not an arbitrary tree , hq twp d&joint 
matchings and @II*_ them if they ‘existS 2%~ algQri&m rutis in ‘of?) .*&M for any 
tree T having N vetices. we also. present test res\llts,uf arc iniplarnentation of the 
slgorithms. 
We first need to introduce some terminology. A &m,b in a tree T consists of 
three vexctices w, U, w, where u is an endvertex adjacent o u, v has degrm 2 and is 
adjacent o u aazd w, a$ ty has degree *3; vertex w is called the connector of the 
rimb U, at, w. A fork f consists ti two: 1Smbs U, ‘J, w and u’, t)‘, w which have a 
common connector. w. 
‘Fina!Iy, in -a tree T which has no forks, we define a mu?chS~g path to be 3 
maxima1 path p of length X2 with the property that whsnever p contains a 
connector of 3 limb, then it contains the limb. Fig. 1 illustrates all of these terms. 
T-he pqmse of this terminology is given in the following rc &t. 
(iii) T hns CT fork; or 
<iv) T has a matcfring path. 
R P& Assume that T# Kt, Tir Kz, and 7’ has no fork. Let p = wIu2 l l l uk bc 
d’ path in T that beg& and ends with endvertices. If p does not cantaii a 
CO mxtor of a limb then p is a mar:ching path. If p does contain a connector CC a 
!inrb not iDc!uding ul, then let Idi be the first such connector encountered, 
proceeding from u1 to &bk on p. Then tCiUW is the limb of yuhich uj is the connectclr, 
then u1f4, l l l upw is a matching path in :f. 
The algorithm which we are about ICO present is based on Theorem 1. Given z.11 
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that T does not have two disjoint matchings. If an isolated edge never appears, 
then T will ~PVG twc disjoint matchings :rnd the al,:orithm will find them. Since 
,w ~~rnotd of a &wk or a matching path can disco] tnel-t a tree, the algorithm in 
in a forest. Consequeirtiy, the following results are 
st8ti in terms of foWN!B. 
The next two results are obvious and serve to justify two steps of the algcrithm. 
proaorilks% % &t F 6e Q forest with an isolated oertex t’. Then F his two Gsjoint 
matchtngs if and only if F’= F- u ha!; two disjoint matchings. 
FNDPO&&W 3. Let Fbe a forest with an isolated edge uu. Then F does not have two 
disjoint matchings. 
The next result corresponds to condition (iii) of Theorem 1. 
Tbso~cm d Let f = {u, v, w, o’, u’} be Q fork in Q forest F CL ad let F’ = F- f be the 
forest which results by deleting f from F. Then F has two dis oin’ matchings if cl.n$ 
only if F’ has two disjoint matchings. Furthermore, if Ml a;-.d M2 are two disjci:;: 
matchings in F, then Ml U{uu, WV’) c:nd M2U {VW, uw’} are TWO disjoint matchings 
in F. 
hroof. Let MI and M2 be two disjoint matchings in F. Therr. MI cannot contain 
edges ut, and u’t)‘, else M2 cannot be disjoint from M, anti maximal. Simila:4y, 
MI cannot contain VW and wu’ since these two edges have a vertex in common. 
FinaI!y, MI ca:rnot contain only one edge in f, else it is not maximal. Cotlse- 
quently, MI contains two edges in f, either uu and wo’ or DW and ZI’U’. By the 
same argument it follows that M2 must contain the two edges of f not in 1M,. It 
also follows that no other edge incident to vertex w is in either M, or A&, since 
such an edge would be adjacent to an edge in M, and an edge in M2. 
Consequently, if we delete these edges, uv, VW, WV’ and V’U’ from M, and M,, 
leaving MI and Ma, then it follows that Mi and MS must be disjoint matching; in 
F=F-f. 
Conversely, assume that F’ has two disjoint maximal matchings 111; and MJ. 
Then it follows readily that Ml = MI L: {uv, WV’) and M, = Mi l.! {NJ, I&‘} are 
disjoint matchings in F, si xe tbvery edge not in F’ is incident with at least one of 
uv and WV’, and with at least on2 of uw and u’u’. 
In order to prove a th:orem corresponding to condition (ij ) of Theorem 1 we 
will have to refer to thz characterization, in [I], of trees which do not have 
disjoint matchings. The fcjllow:ng is a brief statement of that ::haracterization. 
Let (T*, X) be the tree and vertex as depicted in Fig. 2(a>. Let u1 an * u, be 
vertices of disjoint trees r-, and ‘?‘?_ respectively. Then T=(T,,u,) - (T2, ~a:!) is the 
tree obtained by identify I+ til and 11 2; an example is given in Fig. 2(b). 
(4 04 
Fig. 2. 
We define F to be the class of al1 treG$ T such that there exists a seq mce of 
trees T= T,, T,_+ . . . , T.., Tl = K2, where n 3 I, such that for each i = 1, 
2 ,...,n-I, 
either T9+I = (T*, x) - fTt, u), for some arbitrary vertex 0 in Ti, 
Qh I;,, = (T, u) . (q, IV), where 2’ is an arbitrary tree, u is an arbitrary vertex in 
T, and w is the centre vertex (or connector) of a fork in T+ 
En the following theorem we assume that an isolated vertex, i.e. T = &, had two 
(empty) disjoint matchings. 
@or&wy 6. Ij a tree T does not kaoe two disjoint matchings, then either T = K2 or 
T has at least two jerks. 
Theonm 7. Let F be a forest, writh no isolated uertices, no isolated edges, ant2 no 
forks, and let p be a matching path in F. Then F has two disjoint matchiqs if and 
or.@ if F = F-p has two disjoirtt matchings. 
Proof. Let p be a matching path in F, and color the edges of p alternately red and 
green, First, assume that F has two disjoint matchings, and let I;“ = F- p Let 
TI, T2, . l . p Tk be the trees produced by deleting p ‘rom F, In order to show that 
F’ has two disjctint matchings, it suffices to show th;at each Ti, i = ?, 2, . . . , k, has 
two disjoint matchings. Suppose, some Ti does not have two disjoint matchings. 
Then according to Corollary 6, either r = K2 or 71 has at least two forks. But 
Ti Z Kz else p is not a matching path, i.e. K together vcrith the edge connecting it 
to p would form a limb, the connector of which is cc>ntsined in p. Also Ti crnnot 
contain at least two forks since we assumed that F has no forks, and since the 
deletion of one edge (between p and Ti) can create two forks in Ti if and only if 
2Tt already has one fork. Thus, each Ti has two disjoint matchings, and conse- 
quently, so don F’. 
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must show that every edge of F not in A4, is adjacent to at least one edge in M,. 
By definition, every edge of F’ not in M1 is adjacent to an edge in M1. Consider 
therefore an edge uu incident to a vertex w in p, which is not a red edge. If uu is a 
green edge, then by definition it is adjacent o a red edge and hence to an edge in 
M1. If w is not a colored edge and u is an interior vertex of p, then uo is adjacent 
to both a red and a green edge, and hence to sn edge in M,. 
Finally 1) cannot be an endvertex of p since then p would not be maximal. 
Theorems l-7 constitute the proof of correctness of the folIowing algorithm. 
A@D~ 2nM. 7’0 find two disjoint matching? M1 and M2 in a forest ,4; if they 
exist. 
Step 0. [Initialize] Set M1 +- 4 ; and set Al, + 4. 
Step 2. [Iterate] W/tile F:C 4 do Step 2 od; and STOP. 
Step 2. [Isolated edGel If F has an is4ated edge 
then output ‘F does not have 2DM’s’; und STOF’ 
else [isolated vertex] if F has an isolated vertex u 
then [delete I!] set F t- F- tl 
else [fork) ij F has a fork f = (u, v, w, v’, uf} 
tl!en [delete and record fork] 
set F + F-f; set Ml + Ml U { uv, WV’}; 
and set M2 + M2 U {VW, v’u’} 
else [matching path] let p be a matching path in F; color the edges of p 
alternrktzly red and green; set F t- F-- p; ser M, + Ml U {red edges of 
p}; arid set M2 + i& U {green edges of p} jifiJ’i. 
Although the linearity of Algorithm 2DM is not obvious from its statement, it is 
easy to see when given an appropriate set of data structures to implement it. For 
this purpose we use the following eight arrays: 
(1) a two-dimensional array TREE to represent he tree 7’ (or forest), where 
TREE (I, J) denotes the Jth vertex adjacent to vertex I; 
(2) an N-element array DEGREE, where DEGREE(I) tie:!otes the degree of 
vertex I; we assume that if DEGREE(I) = M then TREE(.I, K + 1) = 0; 
(3) an N-element a.rray DEG. where DEG(1) equals the current degree of 
vertex I as vertices are deleted from 7‘; 
(4) an N-element array DELETE (0 = 1 if vertex I has 
been deleted from T, DELETED(I) = 0 otherwise; 
(5) an N-element array PIDV, which is a list of endvertices; either original 
endvertices or vertices w h have become endvertices as other vertices are 
deleted; 
(6) a 
(7) ap _ J!J x 4d~e&~nql ,array LB4 WERTEX, where LI@VERTEX(I, I) 
dsnc~tsrs a vertex. &I 8 &I& of’wf vertex I is a connector, and 
(8) aa N-element atray FOJX.K, which is a Iist of a@ connectors of forks, note 
that ii CQNNzEcTa;r;R[K) =: 2, then vertex K is a fork. 
We ibstrate these data structures in Fig. 3, which indicates the status of the 
tree ?’ .afte% the fo&. (1,2,3,14,16,) and the subseque:nt isolated vertex 15 have 
been deleted. 
Given these data Stru(:tures, a linear implementation of Algorit’dm 2lXvl 
proceeds as flows: 
The edges of the tree 
Simultaneously, the arrays 
WJ9. 
ENDV 
1 
6 
9 
12 
13 
15 
26 
can be read into the array TREE in time C&b). 
DEGREE and DEG can be initialized, also in time 
T 
8 
DEG DEGREE TREE CCNV DEL LV FK 
1 11:2 0 0 1 3 
2 2 2:l 3 0 0 1 
4 4 3:2 41415 0 2 1 1,2,14,16 
2 3 4:3 5 7 0 1 5,6 
2 2 5:4 6 0 0 
1 16:5 0 0 
3 j: 7:4 813 0 0 
3 3 8:7 910 0 0 
1 : 9:8 0 0 
2 2 10: 8 11 0 0 
2 211:1012 0 0 
1 1 12:11 0 0 
1 113:7 0 0 c, 
2 2 14: 3 16 0 1 
1 115:3 0 0 1 
1 1 16: 4 0 0 1 
Fig. 3. 
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One pass over the dr:c=y DEGREE can Fe used to initiaiize the remaining 
arrays. For each verte x I, we can do the following: 
If DEGREE{ I) = 0, then set DELETED(I) = 1. 
If DEGFkE~(I) = 1, then add vertex I to the array ENDV and check to see if 
vertex I is an endvertex of a limb. If it is, then set CONN(J) = CONN(J) + 1 for 
the corresponding connector J, and acid the limb vertices to the Jth row of 
LIMBVERTEX. If CONN(J) = 2, we can add vertex J to the array FORK. All of 
this can be done in at most a constant amount ,~i *ime. 
If DEGREE(I) = 2, then check to see if vertex I is the mi dle vertex of a limb. 
If it is, do the same things as above. Again, this can be done in constant time. 
After this ini*:al pass over the array DEGREE, the implementation proceeds to 
remove forks al?d matching paths in such a way that at most two additional passes 
are made ovey the list of vertices adjacent to each vertex. Consequently the 
remaining impiementation requires at most O(4N) time. 
In deleting a iork, we pick up an entry J from the FORK list. We mark vertex J
and each vertex in the Jth row of LIMBVERTEX as “deleted”. We then prcr,eed 
down the list of vertices adjacent to vertex J. For each undeleted vertex K 
adjacent tti J we set DEG (K) = DEG (K) - 1, and then, as before, check to see if 
it is an endvertex or a vertex of a new limb. Again, ;he amount of work required 
for each such -sertex K is at most a constant 
In finding ctnd deleting a matching path, we start with the first undeleted 
endvertex on the list ENDV. We proceed to select the first undeleted vertex 
a jjacent to a given vertex ./ on this path, unless this vertex is a coklrlector, in 
which case we proceed to select the two remairling vertices on the corresponding 
limb. 
For every other undeleted vertex K adjacent o vertex J, we decrease DEG (K) 
by 1 and perform, in constant ime, the same checks to see if it is on a new limb. 
In summary, the linearity of this implementatiofi resides in the fact that at most 
a constant number of passes are made over the adjacency lists of each vertex (i.e. 
over the rows of the array TREE), and for each ve, tex on each list: at most a 
constant amount of work is done each time it is encountered. 
We implemented Algorithm 2DM in FORTRAN and tested its execution times on 
~000 randomly gzireratcd trees, for each of N= 50, 1100, 150, 200, and 250 
vertices. The results, shown in Table 1, indicate the average amount of time (in 
hundredths of seconds, on an IBM 370/10) rl=quired to determine if a tree has 
NO disjoint matchings, or has disjoint matchings (UESj, for each of two test runs. 
The Gercentage column indicates the number of trees in 1000 which did not have 
disjoint matchings. It is apparent that the percentage of trees having no disjoint 
matchings climbs rap1 is f‘xt is to be expected in -Jie\nJ of the 
the work 01 S&wenk [8]. 
ectcd performance for trees hz-ding two 
perf or c? for trees n-lY. 
N NO YES %NO SC&N 
5a 0.89 
100 1.47 18.4 
1.46 19.8 
150 9.36 29.4 
9.32 32.4 
2.58 12.45 
2.62 12.64 
250 3,19 46.4 
3.26 45.6 
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